Quiet down, class. Now, who can tell me what the engraving on this ancient Greek grave marker represents?

Mr. Jackson, perhaps?

Oh, um... That's... Uh... Kronos eating his kids, right?

Kronos was king of the Gods, I mean... er... the Titans, and he didn't trust his kids—They were the gods—so he ate them.

But his wife gave him a rock to eat instead of Zeus, and when Zeus grew up, he tricked Dad into... um... barfing up the other kids. Then there was a big gods-versus-Titans war, and the gods won.

Very nearly adequate, Mr. Jackson, slang for regurgitation notwithstanding.

Because... well, because...

I don't know, Mr. Brunner.

Busted!

So why does this story matter in our lives? Beyond earning a passing grade on tomorrow's year-end examination.

I see. Perhaps a little nourishment to get the brain working again. Hmm?

We'll continue our semester review after lunch.

Mr. Jackson, I'll have a word with you alone, please.
NEW YORK CITY.
THE METROPOLITAN MUSEUM OF ART.

ONE DAY UNTIL PERCY JACKSON EITHER PASSES THE SIXTH GRADE, OR GETS KICKED OUT OF HIS SIXTH SCHOOL IN AS MANY YEARS.

DETENTION AGAIN?

NAH, HE JUST WANTED TO REMIND ME THAT HIS CLASS ISN'T POINTLESS.

“WHAT YOU LEARN FROM ME IS VITALLY IMPORTANT, MR. JACKSON.”

I LIKE BRUNNER AND ALL--

--BUT I WISH HE'D LAY OFF ME SOMETIMES. IT'S NOT LIKE I'M A GENIUS.

BUMMER. YOU GONNA EAT YOUR APPLE?

NICE GOING IN THERE, DYSEXIAC.

IT'S DYSEXIC, AND I'D RATHER BE AT BOARDING SCHOOL FOR TROUBLE WITH READING THAN BECAUSE I'M A CHRONIC SHOPLIFTER, KLEPTO-GIRL.

I STEAL THINGS BECAUSE I LIKE TO. DO YOU LIKE HAVING MUSH FOR BRAINS?

UH, GUYS? LET'S JUST EVERYBODY CALM DOWN.

FACE IT, REJECT. YOU'LL ALWAYS BE A LOSER.

SPLOOSH!
I DID NOT!

YOU MUST'VE TRIPPED OR SOMETHING...

I-IT WAS ME! I PUSHED--

PERCY JACKSON! COME HERE THIS INSTANT!

I Pushed me!

IT'S OKAY, GROVER. WHAT'S ANOTHER NIGHT CLEANING DESKS?

PERCY?

Did you see?

Inside. Now.

HELP!
YOU'VE BEEN GIVING US PROBLEMS, YOUNG MAN. DID YOU REALLY THINK YOU WOULD GET AWAY WITH IT?

GET AWAY WITH WHAT? I SWEAR, I DON'T KNOW HOW NANCY GOT INTO THE FOUNTAIN...

WE ARE NOT FOOLS, PERCY JACKSON. NO ONE HIDES FROM US FOREVER.

CONFESS, AND YOU WILL SUFFER LESS PAIN.

MRS. DODDS? WHAT--

AH!

--IS MIGHTIER--

EN GARDE, MR. JACKSON!

THE PEN--
--THAN THE SWORD!

SCREEE--

--EEEEEE!

Ah, there’s my pen.

Please come prepared with your own writing instrument in the future, Mr. Jackson.

SIR? WHAT HAPPENED TO... MRS. DODDS?

WHO?

MR. DODDS, THE OTHER CHAPERONE... THE PRE-ALGEBRA TEACHER.

PERCY, THERE IS NO MRS. DODDS AT YANCY ACADEMY, AND AS FAR AS I CAN RECOLLECT, THERE NEVER HAS BEEN.

ARE YOU FEELING ALL RIGHT?
"DO YOU LIKE HAVING MUSH FOR BRAINS?"

"FACE IT, REJECT."

"YOU'LL ALWAYS BE A LOSER."
He shouldn't be alone over the summer break. I mean, a fury in the school. Now that we know for sure, and they know, too...

But he might not have time. The summer solstice deadline--

We would only make matters worse by rushing him. He needs time to mature.

I'm really worried about Percy.

I... I can't fail again. You know what that would mean for my future.

You haven't failed, Grover. I should have seen her for what she was. Now let's just worry about keeping the boy alive until--

You may return to your dormitory. And don't assume this turn of events gives you a reprieve from the final examination.

Ugh. Not another test.

I thought I heard someone in the hall. Blast these nerves--I haven't been on an even keel since the winter solstice.

Will have to be resolved without him. Let him enjoy his ignorance while he still can.

I thought I heard someone in the hall. Blast these nerves--I haven't been on an even keel since the winter solstice.

You haven't failed, Grover. I should have seen her for what she was. Now let's just worry about keeping the boy alive until--

I thought I heard someone in the hall. Blast these nerves--I haven't been on an even keel since the winter solstice.

You may return to your dormitory. And don't assume this turn of events gives you a reprieve from the final examination.

Ugh. Not another test.
EXAM DAY. A FEW SECONDS UNTIL--

TIME, CLASS. PENCILS DOWN, AND BRING YOUR TESTS FORWARD PLEASE.

IT'S PROBABLY NOT GOOD, MR. BRUNNER, BUT IT'S MY BEST.

TRY NOT TO BE DISCOURAGED, PERCY. YANCY ISN'T THE RIGHT PLACE FOR SOMEONE WITH YOUR ... SPECIFIC LEARNING NEEDS.

IT WAS ONLY A MATTER OF TIME UNTIL EVERYONE RECOGNIZED THAT.

SIR?

OH, CONFOUND IT ALL. WHAT I MEAN TO SAY IS ... YOU'RE NOT NORMAL, PERCY. HOWEVER, THAT'S NOTHING TO BE ASHAMED--

THANKS FOR THE REMINDER. I'D ALMOST FORGOTTEN.
BUS 108 FROM ITHACA, NOW ARRIVING.

YOU JUST GOING TO LEAVE WITHOUT SAYING GOOD-BYE TO YOUR BEST FRIEND?

SORRY... I'VE MOVED SCHOOLS SO MUCH, I'M KINDA USED TO LEAVING UNANNOUNCED.

WHA-- WHAT DO YOU MEAN?

YOU LOOKING FOR MORE "FURIES"?

NICE TRY. I HEARD YOU AND BRUNNER TALKING IN HIS OFFICE LAST NIGHT.

LOOK... I WAS JUST WORRIED ABOUT YOU. IS ALL. HALLUCINATING ABOUT DEMON MATH TEACHERS...

I TOLD HIM THAT MAYBE YOU WERE STRESSED OR SOMETHING, BECAUSE... LIKE... THERE WAS NO MRS. DODDS, AND--

PERCY... TELL ME THOSE OLD LADIES AREN'T STARING AT YOU.
LOOKS LIKE IT. THOSE SOCKS ARE A LITTLE BIG FOR ME, THOUGH.

NOT FUNNY. YOU DO NOT WANT TO WEAR THOSE SOCKS.

WHAT'S THE BIG DEAL? YOU DON'T THINK THEY'LL COME OVER HERE, DO YOU?

SHE SNIPPED THE STRING! DID YOU SEE THAT?! SHE SNIPPED THE STRING!

SIXTH GRADE. ALWAYS SIXTH GRADE...

WAIT HERE, OKAY? I'M GOING TO BUY A TICKET AND RIDE INTO THE CITY WITH YOU. JUST WAIT HERE.
PERCY?

PERCY!

TRUST ME, PAL. YOU DON'T WANT TO SEE WHERE I LIVE...
MANHATTAN’S UPPER EAST SIDE.

HOME SWEET HOME.

SWEETHEART!

I LEFT WORK JUST AS SOON AS THEY’D LET ME. I COULDN’T WAIT TO SEE YOU.

HEY, MOM.

LOOK HOW YOU’VE GROWN SINCE CHRISTMAS! OH, I MISS OUT ON SO MUCH.
SORRY ABOUT YOUR ROOM.... YOUR STEPPFATHER WANTED A PLACE WHERE HE COULD READ HIS CAR MAGAZINES.

HE NEEDS A WHOLE ROOM? COULDN'T HE DO THAT IN A CHAIR?

SALLY! BEAN DIP!

NEVER MIND THAT. I'VE GOT A SURPRISE FOR YOU--

--WE'RE GOING TO THE BEACH! I RENTED OUR USUAL PLACE FOR THREE WHOLE NIGHTS.

REALLY?! WHEN DO WE LEAVE?

THE MINUTE I GET CHANGED.

BEAN DIP! AREN'T YOU LISTENING?

YES, DEAR. I'LL MAKE IT WHILE PERCY PACKS FOR OUR TRIP.

RIGHT. YOUR TRIP, I WANT YOUR KID'S WORD THAT MY CAR WILL COME BACK IN THE SAME CONDITION IT LEFT. NOT ONE SCRATCH.

I'M TWELVE. IT'S NOT LIKE I'LL BE DRIVING THE THING.

NOT. ONE. SCRATCH.

SURE THING, GABE. IT'S THE LEAST I CAN DO.

THAT'S MORE LIKE IT. A MAN COMMANDS RESPECT IN HIS OWN HOME.

THE FELLAS WILL BE HERE FOR THE POKER GAME IN FIVE, SALLY, AND THAT DIP BETTER BE ON THE TABLE.

YES, DEAR.

CHIN UP, SWEETHEART. IN A FEW HOURS WE'LL BE OCEANSIDE....
“...And all our headaches will be gone.”

You’re kidding, right? We’ve got no power and there’s, like, a hurricane going on outside.

Now this is the life.

I’ll take it. This place has such good memories for me. It’s where I met your father, you know. We spent the summer together.

There’s a lot of him in you. Your eyes, your hair...

He knew I was expecting a baby, but he had to set sail, and we never saw each other again. He was... lost at sea.

My D+ report card? I’m pretty sure Yancy won’t be inviting me back next year, Mom.
YOU'RE GOING TO SEND ME AWAY AGAIN, AREN'T YOU?
WE'LL FIGURE OUT SOMETHING, SWEETHEART. WE ALWAYS DO.

YOU'RE GOING TO SEND ME AWAY AGAIN, AREN'T YOU?
BECAUSE YOU DON'T WANT ME AROUND.

OR IS IT GABE?
WE DESERVE BETTER THAN HIM. YOU DESERVE BETTER.

I... HAVE TO SEND YOU AWAY.
THEY TOLD ME IT'D BE TOO DANGEROUS TO KEEP YOU CLOSE.

SO IT'S EITHER BOARDING SCHOOL OR... THE PLACE YOUR FATHER WANTED YOU TO GO.

HE NEVER EVEN MET ME, BUT HE HAD A SCHOOL PICKED OUT FOR ME?

NOT A SCHOOL. MORE LIKE A CAMP. IT'S NOT FAR FROM HERE, ACTUALLY.
HE SAID YOU'D BE SAFE THERE, BUT IT MIGHT MEAN THAT I'D HAVE TO SAY GOOD-BYE TO YOU FOR GOOD. THAT I WON'T DO.

SAFE? SAFE FROM WHAT?

GREAT. MAYBE GABE CAME BY TO GET A REFILL ON HIS BEAN DIP.

PERCY, DON'T ANSWER THE DOOR!
Scott: GROVER?

Grover: SEARCHING ALL NIGHT <GAFF>

Scott: WHAT WERE YOU <GAFF> THINKING?

Grover: LOOK, I'M SORRY I DITCHED YOU AT THE BUS DEPOT, BUT--

Mrs. Jackson: IT'S RIGHT BEHIND ME, MRS. JACKSON-- WE HAVE TO LEAVE!

Scott: PERCY, DID SOMETHING HAPPEN AT SCHOOL? WHAT HAVEN'T YOU TOLD ME?

Grover: PERCY, WHAT'S WITH YOUR LEGS?

Percy: NOTHING. I...

Grover: GROVER!

Scott: THERE WAS THIS TEACHER, AND SHE WAS LIKE A BAT-LADY OR SOMETHING, BUT EVERYONE SAID SHE NEVER EXISTED, SO--

Grover: GET TO THE CAR, BOTH OF YOU! GO!
SO... FROM THE WAIST DOWN, MY BEST FRIEND IS A DONKEY?

BLA-A-A! A GOAT? LUCKY FOR YOU, I REALLY AM YOUR FRIEND. THERE ARE SATYRS WHO'D TRAMPLE YOU UNDERHOOF FOR SUCH AN INSULT!

WAIT. A SATYR? LIKE FROM MR. BRUNNER'S MYTHS?

WAS MRS. DODDS A MYTH?

SO YOU ADMIT THERE WAS A MRS. DODDS!

OF COURSE. WE USED MIST TO MAKE EVERYONE FORGET HER, HOPING YOU'D THINK YOU IMAGINED IT ALL.

UNFORTUNATELY, WHAT'S CHASING US NOW IS MUCH WORSE THAN MRS. DODDS.

IF WE CAN JUST MAKE IT TO CAMP, ONE MORE MILE, PLEASE.
We'll carry him. It's just a little farther, and you'll be safe.

I think he's hurt...

Then we'll carry him. It's just a little farther, and you'll be safe.

Fooo...
MOM?
SOME...THING IS COMING.

TAKE GROVER AND HEAD TOWARD THAT TALL PINE. THAT'S THE PROPERTY LINE. ON THE OTHER SIDE OF THE HILL IS A FARMHOUSE. DON'T STOP UNTIL YOU GET THERE.

BUT WHAT ABOUT YOU? I'M NOT LEAVING YOU.

I'LL BE FINE. IT'S NOT ME THEY WANT.

JUST GO!
HEEY! GROUND BEEF!

RAAAAARRRRRR!

SNAP!
I DREAMED ABOUT SOME BLOND GIRL WHO KEPT CALLING ME "THE ONE." AND IN THIS OTHER DREAM, YOU WERE HALF GOAT, AND WE FOUGHT A COW.

THE SCARIEST PART OF THAT ONE WAS WHAT HAPPENED TO MY MOM.

WHERE ARE WE? DID I GET THE FLU OR SOMETHING?

I'M ALL ACHY, AND MAN DID I HAVE SOME FUNKY DREAMS.

YOU'VE BEEN OUT FOR TWO DAYS. HOW MUCH DO YOU REMEMBER?

YOU SAVED MY LIFE, PERCY. I... THOUGHT YOU MIGHT WANT THIS. IT WAS THE LEAST I COULD DO.
OH, NO. MY MOM... IS SHE REALLY...?

IT'S ALL MY FAULT. I'M THE WORST SATYR IN THE WORLD. WE TOLD YOUR MOM I'D PROTECT YOU, BUT I MADE A MESS OF EVERYTHING AGAIN.

DOES THIS HAVE ANYTHING TO DO WITH THE OLD LADIES AT THE BUS STATION?

THOSE WEREN'T OLD LADIES. THEY WERE THE THREE FATES.

THEY ONLY CUT THE STRING WHEN SOMEONE IS ABOUT TO... YOU KNOW.

MOM...

DRINK THIS. IT'LL HELP YOU HEAL.

THEN I THINK IT'S TIME YOU TALKED TO CHIRON AND MR. D.
THIS IS MR. D., OUR CAMP DIRECTOR.
WELCOME TO CAMP HALF-BLOOD, BLAH, BLAH, BLAH. NOW DON'T EXPECT ME TO BE GLAD TO SEE YOU.

AND YOU, UM, ALREADY KNOW OUR ACTIVITIES DIRECTOR.

"MR. BRUNNER" WAS A PSEUDONYM. YOU MAY CALL ME CHIRON NOW.

AND I MUST SAY, PERCY, I'M PLEASED TO SEE YOU ALIVE. I DON'T OFTEN VISIT A POTENTIAL CAMPER AT A SCHOOL FOR MORTALS. I'D HATE TO THINK I'D WASTED MY TIME.

LET'S NOT RUSH TO JUDGMENT, CHIRON. YOU MAY YET DISCOVER THAT YOU'VE WASTED YOUR TIME ON THIS BOY.
OH, I DON'T KNOW. GROVER SENSED SOMETHING SPECIAL IN HIM.

A RINGING ENDORSEMENT, TO BE SURE.
I'LL... UH... BE GOING THEN.

GOOD RIDDANCE.

EXCUSE MR. D. FOR BEING GRUFF, PERCY. HE'S BEEN GROUNDED SINCE HE TOOK A FANCY TO A WOOD NYMPH HIS FATHER DECLARED OFF-LIMITS.

HOW FATHER LOVES TO PUNISH ME. SENDING ME HERE TO RUN A SUMMER CAMP FOR BRATS LIKE YOU.
I tried to behave, but she was very pretty, and you know how things progress when the wine is flowing...

Remember your restrictions, Mr. D.

Di immortales, Chiron. I thought you taught this boy the basics. My father is Zeus, of course.

Zeus’ son... Mr. D..., you’re saying that you’re Dionysus, the god of wine?

The god of cola, it would seem. At least until dear old Dad says otherwise.

I don’t understand. What is this place? Why would you go to Yancy just to teach me, Mr. Brun-- um, Chiron?

What happened to my mom?

There’s so much to explain. Perhaps a guided tour is in order.

Come along, Percy--
"IT'S TIME YOU WERE PROPERLY INTRODUCED TO CAMP HALF-BLOOD."
The myths you refer to as the "Greek gods" are very real, and very much alive. They always have been, and always will be.

You may not realize it, Percy, but great powers are at work in your life.

Do those horses have wings?

As will Olympus, not Mount Olympus, mind you, which is in Greece, but the Palace of Olympus, the gathering place of the gods.

Is there lava coming out of that climbing wall?

"You see, the gods—and Olympus—move with the heart of Western civilization.

"They began in Greece, then moved to Rome. For the past century they've been here, in America."

You might say that the gods are the source of the West. Or at least bound so tightly to it that they couldn't possibly fade, not unless all of Western civilization were obliterated.

"You are really...?"

The Chiron from the stories? Trainer of Hercules and all that?

Yes, Percy. I am.

I guess this is what you meant when you said what I learned in your class was "vitally important."
SO... IF THE GODS AND OLYMPUS ARE REAL, THEN DOES THAT MEAN THE UNDERWORLD IS REAL, TOO? THAT... PEOPLE WHO DIE AREN'T REALLY...

WHAT DO YOU MEAN, "UNTIL WE--"?

AH, ANNABETH, RIGHT ON SCHEDULE. I KNOW YOU'RE BUSY PREPARING FOR FRIDAY'S GAME, BUT WOULD YOU MIND TAKING OUR NEWEST ARRIVAL TO CABIN ELEVEN? I HAVE ANOTHER ENGAGEMENT.

YES, CHILD. THERE IS A PLACE WHERE SPIRITS GO AFTER DEATH, BUT UNTIL WE KNOW MORE, I WOULD URGE YOU TO PUT THAT THOUGHT OUT OF YOUR MIND.

I'LL SEE YOU AT THE EVENING MEAL, PERCY.

YOU'RE MY DREAM GIRL.

EXCUSE ME?

WHAT I MEAN IS...ER... I DREAMED ABOUT YOU.

THAT WASN'T A DREAM. I HELPED CHIRON AND THE OTHERS NURSE YOU BACK TO HEALTH.

FOLLOW ME.
LOOK, I'M SORRY. I DON'T EVEN KNOW WHAT I'M DOING HERE. ALL I KNOW IS, I KILL SOME BULL-GUY--

MONSTERS DON'T DIE.

YOU CAN DISPEL THEM FOR A WHILE—MAYBE EVEN A WHOLE LIFETIME IF YOU CATCH A BREAK—but eventually they re-form.

LUCKY, RIGHT.

AS IF YOU KNOW ANYTHING ABOUT WHAT IT’S LIKE TO SCHOOLS A LOT. PROBABLY GET KICKED OUT OF MOST OF THEM. PLUS, YOU’VE BEEN DIAGNOSED WITH DYSLEXIA, AND MAYBE ADHD, TOO. TAKEN TOGETHER, THEY’RE ALMOST A SURE SIGN.

YOU MOVE SCHOOLS A LOT, PROBABLY GET KICKED OUT OF MOST OF THEM. PLUS, YOU’VE BEEN DIAGNOSED WITH DYSLEXIA, AND MAYBE ADHD, TOO. TAKEN TOGETHER, THEY’RE ALMOST A SURE SIGN.

THE HYPERACTIVITY? THAT'S YOUR BATTLEFIELD INSTINCTS KICKING IN. NO REGULAR HUMAN COULD CHARGE A MONSTER, ESPECIALLY MR. MOO, AND SURVIVE.

FACE IT. YOU'RE ONE OF US. YOU'RE A HALF-BLOOD.

WHO TOLD YOU--?

READING ENGLISH GIVES YOU FITS BECAUSE YOUR BRAIN IS HARDWIRED FOR ANCIENT GREEK.

EVERY KID IN CAMP WISHES THEY'D HAD YOUR CHANCE TO FIGHT. IT'S WHAT WE TRAIN FOR. YOU DON'T KNOW HOW LUCKY YOU ARE.

JEEZ, TAKE IT EASY. YOU'RE ACTING LIKE I DID SOMETHING WRONG.

YOU CAN DISPEL THEM FOR A WHILE—MAYBE EVEN A WHOLE LIFETIME IF YOU CATCH A BREAK—but eventually they re-form.

LUCKY, RIGHT.

AS IF YOU KNOW ANYTHING ABOUT WHAT IT’S LIKE TO SCHOOLS A LOT. PROBABLY GET KICKED OUT OF MOST OF THEM. PLUS, YOU’VE BEEN DIAGNOSED WITH DYSLEXIA, AND MAYBE ADHD, TOO. TAKEN TOGETHER, THEY’RE ALMOST A SURE SIGN.

YOU MOVE SCHOOLS A LOT, PROBABLY GET KICKED OUT OF MOST OF THEM. PLUS, YOU’VE BEEN DIAGNOSED WITH DYSLEXIA, AND MAYBE ADHD, TOO. TAKEN TOGETHER, THEY’RE ALMOST A SURE SIGN.

THE HYPERACTIVITY? THAT'S YOUR BATTLEFIELD INSTINCTS KICKING IN. NO REGULAR HUMAN COULD CHARGE A MONSTER, ESPECIALLY MR. MOO, AND SURVIVE.

FACE IT. YOU'RE ONE OF US. YOU'RE A HALF-BLOOD.

WHO TOLD YOU--?

READING ENGLISH GIVES YOU FITS BECAUSE YOUR BRAIN IS HARDWIRED FOR ANCIENT GREEK.

CHECK OUT THE NEWBIE!
Percy, meet Clarisse, daughter of Ares.

Sure thing, Miss Princess. Then I'll run you through with it.

Who's the little runt?

Clarisse, why don't you go polish your spear or something?

I'm also head of the unofficial welcoming committee.

Like... the war god?

Hey!

Let me show you how we say "welcome!"

Have a drink, newbie. It's on me.

Rummmble
NOBODY MESSES WITH ARMS!

THE DRINK IS ON HER. ALL RIGHT.

-UINN-A-

Um... Why are you smiling like that?

I'M THINKING I WANT YOU ON MY TEAM FOR CAPTURE THE FLAG.
CABIN ELEVEN.
I'VE GOT TRAINING TO GET TO. WHEN YOU HEAR THE CONCH, FALL IN WITH YOUR CABIN AND HEAD TO THE PAVILION FOR DINNER.

EVERYBODY, LISTEN UP! THIS IS PERCY JACKSON, OUR NEW CABINMATE.

REGULAR OR UNDETERMINED?

YOU MUST BE PERCY. I'M LUKE, YOUR HEAD COUNSELOR FOR THE TIME BEING.

UNDETERMINED.

AW, MAN...

NOT ANOTHER ONE!

SUPER.
DON'T MIND THEM. AS YOU CAN SEE, WE'RE A LITTLE CROWDED IN HERE.

UNFORTUNATELY, WE DON'T GET TO PICK OUR CABINS. IT DEPENDS ON WHO YOUR PARENTS ARE, OR PARENT.

I CAN SLEEP IN THE CABIN WITH THE LIGHTNING BOLT OVER THE DOOR. IT LOOKED EMPTY AND A LITTLE... UM...NEWER.

THIS IS ONE OF THOSE CAMPS, HUH? WELL, DON'T COUNT ON GETTING A DONATION CHECK FROM MY MOM. SHE'S...GONE.

I'M SORRY ABOUT YOUR MOM, PERCY, BUT THAT'S NOT WHAT I MEANT. I'M TALKING ABOUT YOUR OTHER PARENT.

MY DAD? DON'T HOLD YOUR BREATH WAITING FOR HIM TO PAY UP, EITHER. HE DIED BEFORE I WAS BORN.

YOUR DAD ISN'T DEAD. HE CAN'T BE.

AND DON'T GET ME STARTED ON MY STEPDAD...

HOW WOULD YOU KNOW? YOU SAYING YOU'VE MET HIM?
I KNOW YOU'RE HERE, WHICH CAN MEAN JUST ONE THING: YOU'RE ONLY HALF HUMAN.

WHAT? THEN WHAT'S THE OTHER HALF?

CONSIDERING WHAT YOU'VE SEEN TODAY, I THINK YOU KNOW.

WHO IS HE, THEN?

UNDETERMINED, NOBODY KNOWS.

MAYBE HE'LL SEND A SIGN AND CLAIM YOU, THOUGH. THAT HAPPENS SOMETIMES.

MEANING THAT SOMETIMES IT DOESN'T?

MORE THAN SOMETIMES...

THERE ARE KIDS IN HERE THAT HAVE BEEN UNDETERMINED FOR YEARS.

ARE YOU UNDETERMINED?

NAW, MY OLD MAN IS HERMES. I EVEN GOT TO MEET HIM. ONCE.
Anyway, you can stay with us as long as you need to. Hermes isn’t picky about who he sponsors—anybody who uses the roads is fair game. Messengers, travelers, merchants...

Even thieves. So watch your stuff around this lot. Speaking of which...

I heard you packed light, so I nicked some toiletries from the camp supply shop to get you started.

Thanks. You know, besides Chiron and Grover, you’re the only person I’ve met that hasn’t treated me like a disease.

Listen, Percy. I know it’s a lot to take in, but the first day is always the worst. After all, everyone here is extended family, right? When push comes to shove, we take care of each other.

There will be pushing and shoving, though. You’re the new kid, so you’ll have to earn your own rep, starting with Friday’s game of capture the flag.

Do I have to play? I’ve been unconscious the past couple of days.

Who knows? We find what you’re good at, and maybe we’ll get a clue as to who sired you.

Everybody plays. Camp rules. But don’t sweat it, okay? We’ll start training first thing tomorrow.
Wednesday.

IF THE GOAL WERE TO HIT EVERYTHING BUT THE BULL'S-EYE, YOU'D BE TOUGH TO BEAT.

Apollo, God of Archery.

Thursday.

YOU REALIZE THAT LOSING A FOOT RACE TO A WOOD NYMPH IS BASICALLY LIKE COMING IN SECOND PLACE TO A TREE?

-HUFF-<HUFF>


Friday.

NOT WITH THAT FACE.

I THOUGHT WE WERE Focusing on the Male Gods.

Aphrodite, Goddess of Beauty.
FRIDAY NIGHT.

ATTENTION, CAMPERS. LET'S GET THIS OVER WITH.

FOR TONIGHT'S GAME OF CAPTURE THE FLAG, THE BLUE TEAM, LED BY ANNABETH FROM CABIN SIX, HAS ALLIED WITH CABINS SEVEN AND ELEVEN. THE RED TEAM, LED BY CLARISSE FROM CABIN FIVE, IS JOINED BY CABINS FOUR, NINE, TEN, AND TWELVE. CABIN FIVE, ARES, IS THE CURRENT CHAMPION. HUZZAH.

YOU ALL KNOW THE RULES: THE CREEK IS THE BOUNDARY LINE, AND THE ENTIRE FOREST IS FAIR GAME. MAGIC ITEMS ARE PERMITTED. KILLING AND MAIMING--MUCH TO MY REGRET--ARE NOT.

CHIRON WILL SERVE AS REFEREE AND BATTLEFIELD MEDIC. IN THE HAPPY EVENT THAT ONE OF YOU WHELP IS INJURED. SHOULD ANYONE NEED ME, I'LL BE AT THE BIG HOUSE, PONDERING MY IGNOMINY.

LET THE GAME BEGIN. GOOD LUCK, BLAH, BLAH, BLAH...

SO, SHOULD I GO AFTER THE RED TEAM'S FLAG?

YEAH, RIGHT. AFTER THE WEEK OF "TRAINING" YOU'VE HAD?

YOU CAN TAKE BORDER PATROL BY THE CREEK, AS FAR FROM THE ACTION AS POSSIBLE. LEAVE THE REST TO ME.

OHH, GLAD YOU WANTED ME ON YOUR TEAM...
Uh... no maiming, right?

I'm willing to sacrifice my dessert privilege. Now stand up and fight.

Payback time!

Clang

Oof!

Yah!

<Whuff>
SO, YOU HAVE A LITTLE FIGHT IN YOU AFTER ALL. THAT’S GOOD. I LIKE A CHALLENGE.

MY BUT...

EAT THIS!

YOU CORPSE-BREATH WORM!

THE GAME IS ENDED! BLUE IS DECLARED THE WINNER!
LUKE!

LUKE!

LUKE!

GRUNGE!

NOT BAD?

NOT BAD!

I--?

POKE POKE

GOTCHA!
INVISIBILITY HAT. PRETTY COOL, RIGHT? MY MOM GAVE IT TO ME FOR--

YOU KNEW CLARISSE WAS GUNNING FOR ME, SO YOU STUCK ME HERE ALONE TO GET SKEWERED AND SENT LIKELY AFTER THE FLAG. YOU SET ME UP.

YEAH. MOM WOULD BE SO PROUD.

YOU ALMOST GOT ME KILLED!

WHAT KIND OF MOM WOULD BE PROUD OF A KID WHO DID THAT?

ATHENA, OF COURSE. GODDESS OF WISDOM AND BATTLE.

NATURALLY.

AW, DON'T GET SO BENT OUT OF SHAPE. I CAME TO HELP AS FAST AS I COULD. TURNS OUT YOU DIDN'T NEED IT, THOUGH.

WHEN DID YOU LEARN TO FIGHT LIKE THAT?

I DIDN'T. FALLING IN THE CREEK MUST'VE REALLY MADE ME MAD, BECAUSE ALL OF A SUDDEN I HAD, LIKE, A BERSERKER REFLEX.

THE CREEK, HUH...?
DL IMMORTALES!

THAT'S A HELLHOUND FROM THE FIELDS OF PUNISHMENT. HOW DID IT--?

MOVE ASIDE, CHILD. LET ME TEND TO THE BOY.

I'M... I'M OKAY.

DI IMMORTALES! THAT'S A HELLHOUND FROM THE FIELDS OF PUNISHMENT... HOW DID IT--?

AR-O000!

THUMP! SLAP!

AHH!
HOW?
THE BREASTPLATE
WAS BREACHED.
I SAW THE BEAST’S
CLAWS FIND THEIR
MARK...

THE WATER,
CHIRON.

SO WHAT?
A MAGIC CREEK IS
HARPLY THE WEIRDEST
THING I’VE SEEN AT
THIS CAMP.

THE CREEK
DOESN’T HAVE POWER,
PERCY. YOU DO.

LOOK.

THE BLOODLINE
IS DETERMINED.

POSEIDON---
EARTHSHAKER, STORMBRINGER,
LORD OF HORSES.

HAIL PERSEUS
JACKSON, SON OF
THE SEA GOD.
STOP IT!
STOP FIGHTING!

COME DOWN, LITTLE HERO.

GIVE IT BACK! RETURN WHAT IS MINE!

KR-KRACK

COME DOWN.
WHAT'S WRONG? DON'T TELL ME EVEN MY BEST FRIEND IS CUTTING ME LOOSE...

GROVER! I COULD MAKE A JOKE ABOUT THE LAST TIME YOU KNOCKED ON MY DOOR, BUT, HECK, I'M JUST GLAD TO SEE YOU.

COME ON IN AND I'LL SHOW YOU MY NEW DIGS.

THERE'S A REASON EVERYONE IS KEEPING THEIR DISTANCE.

IT'S BIG, ALL RIGHT, AND EMPTY. I NEVER THOUGHT I'D SAY IT, BUT I ACTUALLY MISS THE HERMES CROWD.

COMING WITH ME TO THE BIG HOUSE, CHIRON CAN EXPLAIN EVERYTHING.

LUKE STILL HANGS OUT WITH ME, BUT THE REST OF THE CAMPERS KEEP THEIR DISTANCE. THAT INCLUDES CLARISSE, THOUGH, SO IT ISN'T ALL BAD.

WHAT'S WRONG? DON'T TELL ME EVEN MY BEST FRIEND IS CUTTING ME LOOSE...
"YOU SEE, THE WAR HAD BEEN THE RESULT OF A SPAT BETWEEN THE SONS OF ZEUS AND POSEIDON ON ONE SIDE, AND THE SONS OF HADES ON THE OTHER.

"YOU NEVER BEEN THE RESULT OF A SPAT BETWEEN THE SONS OF ZEUS AND POSEIDON ON ONE SIDE, AND THE SONS OF HADES ON THE OTHER.

"AFTER WORLD WAR II, THE THREE SONS OF KRONOS--ZEUS, POSEIDON, AND HADES--MADE A PACT NEVER TO SIRE ANY MORE HALF-BLOODS.

"SO THE BROTHERS SPORE AN OATH ON THE RIVER STYX, AND THE PACT WAS UPHELD...

"THEIR OFFSPRING WERE AFFECTING THE COURSE OF HUMAN EVENTS TOO MUCH.

"SO THE BROTHERS SPORE AN OATH ON THE RIVER STYX, AND THE PACT WAS UPHELD...

"...UNTIL SEVENTEEN YEARS AGO. ZEUS FELL OFF THE WAGON, AS IT WERE, AND HAD A DAUGHTER WITH AN AMERICAN TV STARLET.

"THE CHILD'S NAME WAS THALIA, AND SHE WAS TWELVE WHEN HADES LEARNED OF HER. FURIOUS, HE LOOSED HIS WORST MONSTERS TO DESTROY HER.

"A SATYR WAS DISPATCHED TO BRING HER SAFELY TO CAMP. THEY--AND TWO OTHER HALF-BLOODS THEY MET ALONG THE WAY--NEARLY MADE IT.

"WOUNDED AND WEARY OF THE CHASE, THALIA MADE HER FINAL STAND JUST OUTSIDE THE VALLEY, SACRIFICING HERSELF SO THAT HER COMPANIONS COULD MAKE IT TO SAFETY.

"AS SHE PERISHED, ZEUS TOOK PITY ON HER AND TRANSFORMED HER INTO A FINE TREE. HER SPIRIT PROTECTS THE CAMP'S BORDERS TO THIS DAY.

"AS SHE PERISHED, ZEUS TOOK PITY ON HER AND TRANSFORMED HER INTO A PINE TREE. HER SPIRIT PROTECTS THE CAMP'S BORDERS TO THIS DAY.
That was the last time a child of the brothers was determined. Until you.

That's not fair!

It wasn't the girl's fault that her dad couldn't keep his word.

Zeus and Poseidon are fighting now, aren't they? Over something that was stolen...something valuable.

I had a dream...

Indeed, but when the brothers set to bickering, fairness rarely enters into the equation. A truth you may well learn firsthand.

I knew it!

Hush, Satyr.

But it's his quest! It must be!

Your father and Zeus are having their worst quarrel in centuries, Percy, but it can be said the item that was stolen is invaluable.

A Lightning Bolt, to be exact. Not just any bolt, but the weapon that sheared the top off Mount Etna and hurled Kronos from his throne.

The bolt from which all other bolts are fashioned.

Zeus's Master Bolt, the symbol of his power.

And you are the thief.
AT LEAST, THAT IS WHAT ZEUS CLAIMS, AND PERHAPS NOT WITHOUT CAUSE.

THIEVERY IS NOT POSEIDON’S STYLE, BUT HE IS TOO PROUD TO TRY CONVINCING ZEUS OF THAT.

THEY ARE DEADLOCKED: ZEUS DEMANDS HIS BOLT BE RETURNED, AND POSEIDON DEMANDS AN APOLOGY FOR BEING WRONGLY ACCUSED.

IF POSEIDON DIDN’T STEAL THE BOLT—AND I DON’T BELIEVE HE DID—THEN WHAT BETTER PEACE OFFERING THAN TO HAVE HIS SON RETRIEVE IT?

YOU WANT ME TO FIND THE STUPID THING?

WHERE SHOULD I LOOK FIRST? UNDER MY PILLOW?

POSEIDON HAS TRIED TO UNSEAT HIS BROTHER BEFORE, BUT A GOD CANNOT USURP ANOTHER GOD’S SYMBOL OF POWER DIRECTLY—THAT IS FORBIDDEN BY THE MOST ANCIENT OF DIVINE LAWS.

A HALF-BLOOD, HOWEVER, WOULD BE BOUND BY NO SUCH EDICTS, AND NOW HERE YOU ARE...

THEY’VE SET THE SUMMER SOLSTICE—TEN DAYS FROM NOW—AS THE DEADLINE. IF THE MATTER IS NOT RESOLVED BY THEN, THERE WILL BE WAR.

OLYMPIANS WILL BE FORCED TO CHOOSE SIDES. THERE WILL BE CHAOS, DESTRUCTION, AND WESTERN CIVILIZATION WILL BE THE BATTLEGROUND.

AND YOU’RE TELLING ME ALL OF THIS BECAUSE...

I MAY HAVE AN INKLING. PART OF A PROPHECY I HAD YEARS AGO... SOME OF THE LINES MAKE SENSE TO ME NOW.

BUT BEFORE I SAY MORE, YOU MUST SEEK THE COUNSEL OF THE ORACLE. GO UPSTAIRS, TO THE ATTIC. WHEN YOU COME BACK DOWN, WE’LL RESUME.
"ASSUMING YOU'RE STILL SANE."
I AM THE SPIRIT OF DEATH, SPEAKER
OF THE PROPHECIES OF PROPHETESS WOOD,
SLAYER OF THE MIGHTY PYTHON!

YOU SHALL FACE THE GOD WHO
HAS TURNED.

WHAT IS MY DESTINY?

YOU SHALL OR WORSHIP
AND FACE THE GOD WHO
HAS TURNED.

YOU SHALL FIND WHAT WAS STOLEN
AND BESEE IT SAFELY RETURNED.
WHAT WILL I FAIL TO SAVE?

WAIT! DON'T GO!

WHAT FRIEND?

WHAT WILL I FAIL TO SAVE?
It...she said I would go west and face the god who has turned. I would retrieve what was stolen and see it safely returned.

I told you he was the one!

It is crucial that you tell me everything. Was there nothing more?

Uh...nope.

So...who's this god in the west?

Someone who has been unhappy with his lot since the world was divided eons ago.

Someone who hates his brothers for forcing him into an oath that both of them have broken. Someone whose kingdom would grow powerful with the deaths of millions.

It can only be Hades.

Wait, what?

Remember that Mrs. Dodds was a fury. They obey only the lord of the dead.

There must be a spy in camp as well, someone to summon the hellhound from inside our borders.

It seems Hades would very much like to kill Percy before he can clear his father's name.
I DON'T PRETEND TO UNDERSTAND WHY HE HAS CHosen THIS MOMENT TO PIT HIS BROTHERS AGAINST ONE ANOTHER, BUT ONE THING IS CERTAIN—

--PERCY MUST Go To THE UNDERWORLD, FIND THE MASTER BOLT, AND REVEAL THE TRUTH.

I DON'T SUPPOSE I CAN COUNT ON ANY OLYMPIAN BACKUP.

GODS CANNOT CROSS UNINVITED INTO EACH OTHER'S DOMAINS. BUT HALF-BLOODS CAN GO ANYWHERE, AND NO GOD CAN BE HELD RESPONSIBLE FOR THEIR ACTIONS.

THE DECISION TO CLAIM YOU IS A RISKY GAMBLE. BUT POSEIDON IS DESPERATE. YOUR FATHER NEEDS YOU, PERCY.

IN OTHER WORDS, HE'S USING ME.

DO NOT JUDGE HIM TOO--

HE HAS HIS REASONS, I HAVE MINE. SO WHAT NOW? I GRAB A SHOVEL AND START DIGGING MY WAY TO THE UNDERWORLD?

THE UNDERWORLD, LIKE OLYMPUS, MOVES FROM AGE TO AGE. TODAY YOU'LL FIND ITS ENTRANCE AT D.O.A. RECORDING STUDIOS IN LOS ANGELES.

L.A.? OKAY, THAT ACTUALLY MAKES SENSE.

YOU MAY TAKE TWO COMPANIONS ON YOUR QUEST.

MR. D. HAS DECIDED TO GIVE GROVER A CHANCE TO REDEEM HIMSELF AS YOUR PROTECTOR. IF YOU WILL HAVE HIM.

ALL THE WAY, G-MAN. I WON'T LET YOU DOWN.

NO TIME TO WASTE. THEN. I'VE ALREADY TAKEN THE LIBERTY OF HAVING YOUR BAGS PACKED. NOW FOLLOW ME--
"--The third member of your party awaits."

If you and Goat Boy are going to save the world, I'm the best person to keep you from messing up, seaweed brain.

Just try not to, you know, use me as bait this time.

No promises.

Wait up!

Just wanted to say good luck. And I thought maybe you could use these. They came in handy during my quest.

Maia!

A lot of hopes are riding on you, Percy. So just... kill some monsters for me, okay?

I'll do my best, and thanks, Luke.

Awesome!
I can't use these, can I?

He meant well, but taking to the air would not be wise for you. That is Zeus's domain.

Hey, Grover! Want some magic shoes?

For real?!

You'll remember this item from your encounter at the museum.

Its name is "Anaklasmus." "Riptide."

That is indeed the translation. Your Greek is coming along nicely.

Uncap it.

Whoa!

Celestial bronze. Deadly to monsters, but perfectly harmless to humans—they aren't important enough for the blade to kill.

Unfortunately, half-bloods are twice as vulnerable. You can be killed by either celestial or normal weapons.

Good to know.

Maia!!!

Chiron, I...

Never mind that, child. Too many times I've said good-bye to my charges, and I have yet to acquire a taste for it.

Gods speed to you all.

The driver will take you as far as the city. After that, you must venture alone.
MANHATTAN. JUNE 11.

10 DAYS UNTIL THE SUMMER SOLSTICE, WHEN THE TRIO WILL BE LAUNCHED AS HEROES.

30 MINUTES LATER. THREE FURIES AND AN EXPLODING BUS? THIS IS NOT A GOOD START!

DOES ANYONE EVEN KNOW WHERE WE ARE?

YOU SAID MONSTERS GET DISPelled FOR A LIFETIME!

I SAID IF YOU'RE LUCKY! OBVIOUSLY, YOU'RE NOT!

I LIKED MRS. DODDS BETTER WHEN SHE WAS A MATH TEACHER!
NOTE TO SELF:
NEXT TIME WE'RE ATTACKED
BY HADES'S TORTURERS,
SOMEONE GRAB OUR BACKPACKS
BEFORE WE MAKE OUR
GETAWAY.

TIN CANS...
I LEFT A PERFECTLY
GOOD SACK OF TIN
CANS.

I'M SORRY FOR GETTING YOU
MIXED UP IN THIS DUMB QUEST.
IT'S MY FAULT YOU'RE EVEN
HERE.

PERCY, I BEGGED
MR. D. TO BIND ME TO YOU.
BRINGING YOU BACK SAFE FROM
THIS QUEST IS THE ONLY WAY
I'LL EVER GET MY SEARCHER'S
LICENSE.

LICENSE
TO SEARCH
FOR WHAT?
NOT WHAT.
WHO.

THE GREAT
GOD PAN, LORD OF THE
SATYRS AND PROTECTOR
OF ALL THE WILD PLACES
OF EARTH.

HE DISAPPEARED
TWO THOUSAND YEARS AGO,
AND EVER SINCE, THE BRAVEST
SATYRS OF EACH GENERATION
HAVE PLEDGED THEIR LIVES
to FINDING HIM.

MY FATHER WAS
A SEARCHER... AND MY UNCLE,
BUT IT'LL BE DIFFERENT FOR ME.
I'LL BE THE FIRST SEARCHER
TO COME BACK ALIVE.

HANG ON--
THE FIRST? YOU MEAN
EVERY SATYR THAT'S GONE
OFF TO FIND PAN HAS DIED...
AND YOU STILL WANT
tO GO?

THE BELIEF THAT
HE'S OUT THERE SOMEWHERE
IS ALL THAT KEEPS US SATYRS
FROM DESPAIRING WHEN WE LOOK
AT WHAT HUMANS HAVE DONE
TO THE WORLD.
Satyrs can read emotions. That's how I know that you didn't take this quest to save the world. You took it to get payback for your mom.

You're not selfish, Percy.

What? How did--

Satyrs' emotions must work differently than humans', because you're only half right. I couldn't care less what my dad thinks.

He never cared about me.

You take first watch. I'm going to get some sleep.
THE LITTLE HERO. TOO WEAK, TOO YOUNG, BUT PERHAPS YOU WILL DO.

HELP ME RISE, LITTLE HERO. BRING ME THE BOLT. STRIKE A BLOW AGAINST THE TREACHEROUS GODS.

YES. COME CLOSER.

NO! WAKE!

THEY HAVE MISLED YOU, BOY. BARTER WITH ME; I WILL GIVE YOU WHAT YOU WANT.

MOM?

WA--
--KE UP!

GROVER, ARE YOU... UH... TALKING TO THAT THING?

HE’S NOT A “THING.” HIS NAME IS GLADIOLA.

AND I AM HALF ANIMAL.

YAP! YAP!

WE’RE ON A QUEST, NOT SPRING BREAK. WHILE YOU WERE ZONKED OUT, GROVER FOUND US A WAY WEST.

MIDTOWN, YOU SAY?

WELL, YEAH, BUT IT’S THE BOTTOM HALF.

YOU’RE HOPELESS.

GLADIOLA RAN AWAY FROM A RICH LOCAL FAMILY, BUT HE’S WILLING TO LET US RETURN HIM SO WE CAN COLLECT THE REWARD.

WE’LL USE THE MONEY TO BUY OUR TICKETS TO L.A. SIMPLE.

GLADIOLA SAYS THE WESTBOUND TRAIN LEAVES AT NOON.

NOPE. THERE’S A TRAIN STATION A HALF MILE DOWN THE LINE. GLADIOLA SAYS THE WESTBOUND TRAIN LEAVES AT NOON.
JUST EAST OF ST. LOUIS.
JUNE 13.

8 DAYS UNTIL THE SUMMER SOLSTICE AND AN OLYMPIAN BATTLE ROYAL ENSUES.
I DON'T GET IT. GROVER AND MRS. DODDS WERE IN DISGUISE, OKAY, BUT HOW COME NOBODY NOTICES THIS OTHER STUFF?

THREE FURIES ON A BUS FULL OF PASSENGERS COULDN'T BE FRONT-PAGE NEWS. EVEN IN A PLACE AS WEIRD AS JERSEY.

CENTAURS. EXCEPT FOR CHIRON, THEY'RE ALL PRETTY WILD.

I'M ASKING--

OH, WELL. MIST. THAT MAKES PERFECT SENSE.

NOT "MISSED" WITH AN E-D, SEAWEED BRAIN. "MIST." S-T.

WE'VE ARRIVED AT ST. LOUIS STATION. THERE WILL BE A THREE-HOUR LAYOVER BEFORE DEPARTURE TO POINTS WEST.

NOTICES THIS OTHER STUFF?

THE ILIAD IS FULL OF REFERENCES TO THE STUFF. WHENEVER GODS OR MONSTERS MIX WITH THE HUMAN WORLD, THEY CREATE MIST.

IT DOESN'T AFFECT HALF-BLOODS, BUT IT MAKES MORTALS SEE THINGS DIFFERENTLY THAN WE DO. KEEPS THEM FROM GOING NUTS.

IT'S BEEN FIVE YEARS SINCE I'VE BEEN OUTSIDE CAMP, SO I SAY WE DO SOME SIGHTSEEING.

WAKE UP GOAT BOY AND FOLLOW ME.
ARCHES ARE BEAUTIFUL IN THEIR SIMPLICITY, AREN'T THEY?

OF COURSE, I WOULDN'T HAVE MADE THE WINDOWS ON THIS ONE LARGER.

AND PROBABLY ADDED A SEE-THROUGH FLOOR.

IT'S NOT LIKE THE TENSIILE STRENGTH OF THESE BUILDING MATERIALS CAN'T SUPPORT IT.

ARCHITECTURE IS SORT OF A HOBEE OF MINE. SOMEDAY I'M GOING TO BUILD MONUMENTS LIKE THIS. BUT BETTER.

I DO SAY SO.

THE OBSERVATION DECK WILL BE CLOSING IN FIVE MINUTES.

PLEASE MAKE YOUR WAY TO THE ELEVATORS AT EITHER SIDE OF THE ROOM.

BOOTH CAR ARE FULL.

YOU'LL HAVE TO WAIT FOR THE NEXT ONE.

OH! NO PROBLEM AT ALL, SIR!
VERY WELL. SORRY, IF YOU INSIST.

SIR, IS THAT YOUR DINOSAUR'S NAME?

I DON'T SUPPOSE HE WAS ANY PINKoodles IN HIS FAMILY...

AND I AM HIS FAMILY. I AM SCHONIA, THE MOTHER OF MONSTERS.

CHIMERA! IT'S AN EASY MISTAKE TO MAKE.

HAAAH!

NOT CHINUAMA, DOOLOOS!
DIE FLATTERED, GODLING. RARELY IS A HALF-BLOOD ALLOWED TO BE TESTED BY ONE OF MY BROOD.

YOU SAID YOUR NAME IS ECHIDNA? BUT ISN'T THAT A KIND OF ANTEATER?

JUMP, PERCY JACKSON. A MORE PLEASEING END AWAITS YOU OUT THERE THAN IN HERE, FOR THE VENOM NEARS YOUR HEART.
NO, CHILD,
ONLY A MESSENGER.
THOUGH YOU MAY TAKE HEART—YOUR MOTHER'S FATE IS NOT AS HOPELESS AS YOU BELIEVE.
Ah... breathing?

If my father is so interested in me, why isn’t he here? Why doesn’t he pay me a visit?

If you have nothing to fear in your father’s kingdom, brave one.

I do not have much time, for this river is too foul for my presence.

Ah... breathing?

I am a Nereid, a spirit of the sea. But the Naiads, my freshwater cousins, are helping sustain my life force. They honor Lord Poseidon, though they do not serve in his court.

You have nothing to fear in your father’s kingdom, brave one.

I have not come to give you a warning.

The oracles have foretold a great and terrible future for you, should you survive to manhood.

Thereupon, take these pearls, and when you are in need, smash one at your feet.

And remember, what belongs to the sea will always return to the sea.
HADES FEEDS ON DOUBT AND HOPELESSNESS. HE WILL TRICK YOU IF HE CAN, CAUSE YOU TO MISTRUST YOUR OWN JUDGEMENT. ONCE YOU ARE IN HIS KINGDOM, HE WILL NEVER WILLINGLY ALLOW YOU TO LEAVE.

KEEP FAITH, CHILD. GO WITH WHAT YOUR HEART TELLS YOU OR YOU WILL LOSE ALL.

WAIT! WHAT ABOUT THE WARNING?!

THANK YOU, FATHER.
WE CAN'T LEAVE YOU ALONE FOR FIVE MINUTES! WHAT HAPPENED?

I RAN INTO A CHIMERA AND HIS MOMMY, AND THEN I JUMPED. YOU KNOW, TYPICAL SIGHTSEEING STUFF.

NOT THAT I'M UNAPPRECIATIVE, BUT DO YOU THINK NEXT TIME YOUR DAD CAN KEEP ME DRY, TOO?

FORGET ABOUT THAT. THIS PLACE IS CRAWLING WITH COPS... PROBABLY MONSTERS, TOO. LET'S GET BACK TO THE TRAIN.
DENVER, JUNE 14.

7 DAYS UNTIL THE SUMMER SOLSTICE AND ALL HADES BREAK'S LOOSE.

IF GLADIOLA'S OWNERS HAD BEEN A LITTLE HAPPIER TO SEE HIM, WE COULD'VE BOUGHT TICKETS ALL THE WAY TO LA.

HAVE FAITH. ATHENA ALWAYS HAS A PLAN.

WE'RE GOING TO RAISE SOME CASH.

WAIT FOR US BEHIND THAT BUILDING. AND STAY OUT OF SIGHT.

SOME "PLAN."

FSSSHHH
LUKE?
WHAT IS THIS?
WHO’S IRIS?

SO WHAT’S YOUR PROGRESS?
WORD LEAKED OUT BACK HERE ABOUT
THE ZEUS-POSEIDON STANDOFF, AND IT’S
SHAPING UP TO BE THE TROJAN WAR ALL
OVER AGAIN. THE CAMPERS ARE AT
EACH OTHERS’ THROATS.
OH...UH, YEAH! THEY FIT LIKE GLOVES... ER, FOR MY FEET.

WE'RE IN LUCK. GOAT BOY AND I PANHANDLED ENOUGH TO GET A CHEESEBURGER AND FRIES AT THE DINER DOWN THE STREET. A CHEESEBURGER EACH? -WAMPH- TRY TOTAL.

HEY! WAIT UP! GROVER CAN HAVE THE FRIES, BUT HALF OF THAT CHEESEBURGER HAS MY NAME ON IT!
YOU BIG SPENDERS READY FOR YOUR CHECK?

SET 'EM UP AGAIN, DOLL.

RIGHT AWAY, SIR.

SO YOU'RE THE WATERBOY, HUH? HEARD YOU BUSTED CLARISSE'S SPEAR.

SO WHAT? YOU COME HERE LOOKING TO GET SOMETHING OF YOURS BUSTED?
Uh, Percy...? Be careful. His aura provokes aggression in anyone near him.

It's cool. I don't sweat a little 'tude, long as everyone knows who the boss is. You do know who I am, don't you, punk?

We're doing fine on our own.

They must've brought you along for your looks, princess. 'Cuz you sure missed out on Mama's brains.

No money plus no wheels and no clue equals no chance.

You ain't the first to go hunting for Zeus's toy. When it first got snatched, he sent his best to track it down. Apollo, Artemis...and me, of course.

If I couldn't sniff out a weapon that powerful...
REVEILLE, TROOPERS. TIME'S A-WASTIN', AND THERE'S A LONG ROAD AHEAD.

--YOU'LL HAVE TO SETTLE FOR STOWAWAY SERVICE.

HERE'S SOME CASH AND SUPPLIES, AS FOR A RIDE WEST--

WHY ALL OF THE HELP?

LIKE I SAID, ME AND YOUR OLD MAN GO WAY BACK.

I'M THE ONE WHO TOLD HIM ABOUT HADES STEALING THE BOLT.

WHICH REMINDS ME: WHAT A SOLDIER NEEDS MORE THAN ANYTHING TO COMPLETE HIS MISSION IS MOTIVATION. SO WHEN YOU THINK ABOUT QUITTING, REMEMBER THIS--

--YOUR MOM AIN'T DEAD. SHE'S BEING HELD HOSTAGE. TAKING SOMEBODY TO CONTROL SOMEBODY ELSE--THAT'S ANOTHER OLDIE BUT GOODIE.

FRAMING SOMEBODY TO START A WAR--OLDEST TRICK IN THE BOOK.

BETTER DUCK INSIDE BEFORE THE DRIVER FINISHES HIS LUNCH.

IN A WAY, YOU GOT ME TO THANK FOR YOUR LITTLE QUEST.

MOUNT UP, PLUNKS.

UM... DEUS EX MACHINA, ANYONE?
YOU BETTER RUN, YOU FREELOADERS!

THIS SURE DOESN’T LOOK LIKE LOS ANGELES...

WE NEED A PLACE TO REGROUP! QUICK, OVER THERE!

LAS VEGAS. JUNE 15.

6 DAYS UNTIL THE SUMMER SOLSTICE, AND ONLY 250 MILES TO GO. PLENTY OF TIME!
Mme. Sai | RESORT AND CASINO. WE'RE SO GLAD YOU'VE BOOKED YOUR STAY WITH US.

WHAT? I THINK YOU'VE MADE A MISTAKE.

INDEED WE HAVE. YOUR ROOM ISN'T QUITE READY, I'M AFRAID.

PLEASE ACCEPT THESE LOTUS CARDS, ON THE HOUSE. YOU CAN REDEEM THEM ANYWHERE IN THE BUILDING. GOOD AS CASH.

AH, WELCOME TO THE LOTUS RESORT AND CASINO. WE'RE SO GLAD YOU'VE BOOKED YOUR STAY WITH US.

WHAT? I THINK YOU'VE MADE A MISTAKE.

INDEED WE HAVE. YOUR ROOM ISN'T QUITE READY, I'M AFRAID.

YOU REMEMBER THE TRAVEL AGENT TELLING US ABOUT THE LOTUS CARDS, DON'T YOU? WE CAN USE THEM TO BUY FOOD OR CLOTHES OR...

YOU'LL COME FIND US WHEN THE ROOM IS READY?

IT IS MY TOP PRIORITY.
AW, LIGHTEN UP. WE'RE ALMOST TO L.A. WHAT CAN IT HURT TO TAKE A NIGHT'S FURLough?

I DON'T KNOW ABOUT THIS...

PLEASE.

FINE.

ALL RIGHT!

WOO-HOO!
THIS IS THE BEST GAME EVER! I’VE ALREADY MASTERED THE SKYSCRAPER LEVEL!

“URBAN PLANNER EXTREME”? SOUNDS LIKE A HOMEWORK ASSIGNMENT.

HEY, KID, YOU KNOW HOW TO PLAY THIS ONE?

SO I PLAY THE PART OF A PARAMEDIC WITH KIDS?

“RESCUE MOM” SAYS IT ALL, CHIEF.

NO, LIKE, YOU HAVE TO RESCUE YOUR MOM.

FROM WHAT?

HOW SHOULD I KNOW, CHIEF? IT’S YOUR GAME.

IT’S MY GAME...
ANNABETH? SOMETHING IS WRONG HERE...

YOU'RE TELLING ME. IF I DON'T GET THIS FREEWAY BUILT, THE GRIDLOCK IS GOING TO CHASE POTENTIAL DEVELOPERS AWAY FROM DOWNTOWN.

ANNABEL! STOP!

HEY! NOW I'M GOING TO HAVE TO START OVER AT--

WHAT WOULD ATHENA DO?

NO. I MEAN SOMETHING IS WRONG WITH THIS PLACE.

DOESN'T IT SEEM STRANGE THAT THERE'S A GAME ALL ABOUT URBAN PLANNING? LIKE IT WAS MADE JUST FOR YOU.

I'LL HAVE YOU KNOW, PLENTY OF KIDS ENJOY PLAYING GAMES THAT REQUIRE THOUGHT. PRESENT COMPANY EXCLUDED.

WHERE'S GROVER?
EAT LEAD, LITTERBUG!

LEMMIE GO! DON'T YOU SEE WHAT THEY'RE DOING TO THE FOREST?!

LEAVING SO SOON? HOW ABOUT WE UPGRADE YOUR ROOM TO AN EXECUTIVE SUITE?

ON THE HOUSE!

CAN IT, BUDDY. FREE UPGRADE!
I THOUGHT IT WAS NIGHTTIME. HOW MANY HOURS WERE WE IN THERE?

UH, GUYS...? WE WEREN'T IN THERE FOR HOURS--

--TRY DAYS.

STILL LAS VEGAS. JUNE 20.

1 DAY UNTIL THE SUMMER SOLSTICE, AND 250 MILES TO GO. NOT MUCH TIME!

DO YOU TAKE CASINO CARDS?

ONLY IF THEY'RE GOOD.

HOW FAST CAN YOU GET US TO L.A.?

DEPENS ON HOW MUCH YOU'RE GONNA PAY ME.

SKREEEHH!

CHING!
Yours is a legacy that will be remembered for eternity.

We're waiting for you, little hero.

Hail, the conquering hero!

Come to me. Make true the prophecies.

We made it to L.A. in under three hours—great time!

Percy! You okay?

Yeah... I'm good.
LOS ANGELES.
JUNE 20.

ONE DAY UNTIL THE SUMMER SOLSTICE AND THE END OF THE WORLD AS WE KNOW IT.

WHAT IF THEY SAY IN THE OLD DAYS? ROCK 'N' ROLL IS THE ROAD TO HELL?

TECHNICALLY, IT ISN'T HELL. IT'S ONLY THE UNDERWORLD. HOW BAD CAN IT BE?

NO MATCH FOR A TRIO LIKE US, RIGHT?

SURE. LISTEN, PERCY. BEFORE WE GO INSIDE... THERE'S SOMETHING I SHOULD'VE TOLD YOU FROM THE BEGINNING.

I GOT HER KILLED, SAME AS I ALMOST DID YOU.

ANYWAY, I JUST THOUGHT YOU SHOULD KNOW... SO YOU WOULDN'T COUNT ON ME TOO MUCH.

CHIRON'S STORY ABOUT THALIA AND THE PINE TREE... I WAS THE SATYR WHO WAS SUPPOSED TO PROTECT HER.

THALIA WASN'T YOUR FAULT. LUKE AND I WERE THERE, TOO, REMEMBER?

WE WEREN'T YOUR RESPONSIBILITY. YOU COULDN'T HAVE LEFT US BEHIND AND GOTTEN HER TO CAMP LIKE YOU WERE TOLD. BUT YOU HELPED US.

I WOULDN'T BE HERE IF IT WEREN'T FOR YOU.

I DON'T KNOW WHAT HAPPENED WITH THALIA, BUT I DO KNOW YOU'VE GOT THE BIGGEST HEART OF ANY SATYR EVER. THERE'S NOBODY I'D RATHER HAVE AT MY SIDE.

NOW LET'S SHOW THESE CALIFORNIANS HOW WE DO THINGS NEW YORK STYLE.
AND YOU'D BE WISE NOT TO CONFUSE ME WITH THAT POMPOS, FOUR-LEGGED--

YOUR NAME IS CHIRON?

WELL, THAT'S REFRESHING. USUALLY I GET "THERE MUST BE A MISTAKE, MR. CHARON," OR "I'M NOT SUPPOSED TO BE DEAD, MR. CHARON."

NEVERTHELESS, I MUST DECLINE.

IT'S CHARON, MATE. AND YOU'D BE WISE NOT TO CONFUSE ME WITH THAT POMPOS, FOUR-LEGGED--

SAY, HAVE TROUBLE READING, DO YOU?

HUMPH-- YOU'RE A GODLING, AND A NOT-DEAD ONE, AT THAT. PITY.

WE WANT TO GO TO THE UNDERWORLD.

CHARON

CHARON

CHIRON.

C'MON. STUCK IN HERE FOR ALL ETERNITY OR NOT, EVEN YOU MUST KNOW THAT HADES IS GUNNING FOR HALF-BLOODS.

WHAT'S HE GOING TO THINK IF HE HEARS YOU TURNED US AWAY AT THE DOOR?
PLEASE, MATE. I GET PAID TWO DRACHMAS A HEAD, JUST LIKE ALWAYS.

AND A DRACHMA DOESN'T GO AS FAR AS IT USED TO. LET ME TELL YOU.

YOU MAKE A VALID POINT ABOUT THE RAISE, MATE. COME ALONG.

YOU LET US IN, THOUGH, AND HE MIGHT SHOW YOU SOME FAVOR.

THERE MAY EVEN BE A RAISE IN IT FOR YOU. WHEN'S THE LAST TIME YOU GOT A RAISE?

MR. CHARON, SIR? HOW MUCH LONGER WILL I HAVE TO WAIT?

AS LONG AS IT TAKES, PLUS A THOUSAND YEARS. BECAUSE YOU ASKED.

THE BOAT'S ALMOST FULL ANYWAY. MAY AS WELL ADD YOU LOT AND SHOVE OFF.

GOING DOWN.
Why's happening?

Elevators don't float.

You need a ferry--

It doesn't feel like we're going down!

More like forward!

--to cross the river Styx.
OFF YOU GO, MATE. I ONLY TAKE PASSENGERS ONE WAY.

I'D WISH YOU LUCK--

--BUT THERE ISN'T ANY DOWN HERE.

NOW WHAT?

FOLLOW THE CROWD, I GUESS.
Di immortales...

There are so many... what are they doing?

The only thing they can do: stand around, forever.

Guys, look.

Hades’s home address.
Bla-a-a!

Grover, stop goofing off.

But I didn't...

Guys! Help!

Grover!
Grover! Where are you?!

These shoes have a mind of their own!

Over here!

Annabeth! Untie the laces!

I’m trying!

Get them off!

There it goes!

One... more...

Hurry! I’m slipping!

Flap

Got it!
ME? DON'T LOOK AT ME! I'M A VEGETARIAN.

WHAT WAS THAT ALL ABOUT?!

I'M PRETTY SURE THAT'S THE ENTRANCE TO TARTARUS. RESERVED FOR THE REALLY, REALLY BAD BADDIES. IT'S FOR WHEN THE FIELDS OF PUNISHMENT JUST AREN'T PUNISHMENT ENOUGH.

BUT WHAT WOULD IT WANT WITH GROVER...?

I'M NOT SURE WHAT THAT MEANS, BUT I DON'T WANT TO STAND HERE WHILE WE FIGURE WHAT WAS THAT ALL ABOUT?!

I'M PRETTY SURE THAT'S THE ENTRANCE TO TARTARUS. RESERVED FOR THE REALLY, REALLY BAD BADDIES. IT'S FOR WHEN THE FIELDS OF PUNISHMENT JUST AREN'T PUNISHMENT ENOUGH.

BUT WHAT WOULD IT WANT WITH GROVER...?

I'M PRETTY SURE THAT'S THE ENTRANCE TO TARTARUS. RESERVED FOR THE REALLY, REALLY BAD BADDIES. IT'S FOR WHEN THE FIELDS OF PUNISHMENT JUST AREN'T PUNISHMENT ENOUGH.

BUT WHAT WOULD IT WANT WITH GROVER...?

I'M PRETTY SURE THAT'S THE ENTRANCE TO TARTARUS. RESERVED FOR THE REALLY, REALLY BAD BADDIES. IT'S FOR WHEN THE FIELDS OF PUNISHMENT JUST AREN'T PUNISHMENT ENOUGH.

BUT WHAT WOULD IT WANT WITH GROVER...?

I'M PRETTY SURE THAT'S THE ENTRANCE TO TARTARUS. RESERVED FOR THE REALLY, REALLY BAD BADDIES. IT'S FOR WHEN THE FIELDS OF PUNISHMENT JUST AREN'T PUNISHMENT ENOUGH.

BUT WHAT WOULD IT WANT WITH GROVER...?

I'M PRETTY SURE THAT'S THE ENTRANCE TO TARTARUS. RESERVED FOR THE REALLY, REALLY BAD BADDIES. IT'S FOR WHEN THE FIELDS OF PUNISHMENT JUST AREN'T PUNISHMENT ENOUGH.

BUT WHAT WOULD IT WANT WITH GROVER...?

I'M PRETTY SURE THAT'S THE ENTRANCE TO TARTARUS. RESERVED FOR THE REALLY, REALLY BAD BADDIES. IT'S FOR WHEN THE FIELDS OF PUNISHMENT JUST AREN'T PUNISHMENT ENOUGH.

BUT WHAT WOULD IT WANT WITH GROVER...?

I'M PRETTY SURE THAT'S THE ENTRANCE TO TARTARUS. RESERVED FOR THE REALLY, REALLY BAD BADDIES. IT'S FOR WHEN THE FIELDS OF PUNISHMENT JUST AREN'T PUNISHMENT ENOUGH.

BUT WHAT WOULD IT WANT WITH GROVER...?

I'M PRETTY SURE THAT'S THE ENTRANCE TO TARTARUS. RESERVED FOR THE REALLY, REALLY BAD BADDIES. IT'S FOR WHEN THE FIELDS OF PUNISHMENT JUST AREN'T PUNISHMENT ENOUGH.

BUT WHAT WOULD IT WANT WITH GROVER...?

I'M PRETTY SURE THAT'S THE ENTRANCE TO TARTARUS. RESERVED FOR THE REALLY, REALLY BAD BADDIES. IT'S FOR WHEN THE FIELDS OF PUNISHMENT JUST AREN'T PUNISHMENT ENOUGH.

BUT WHAT WOULD IT WANT WITH GROVER...?

I'M PRETTY SURE THAT'S THE ENTRANCE TO TARTARUS. RESERVED FOR THE REALLY, REALLY BAD BADDIES. IT'S FOR WHEN THE FIELDS OF PUNISHMENT JUST AREN'T PUNISHMENT ENOUGH.

BUT WHAT WOULD IT WANT WITH GROVER...?

I'M PRETTY SURE THAT'S THE ENTRANCE TO TARTARUS. RESERVED FOR THE REALLY, REALLY BAD BADDIES. IT'S FOR WHEN THE FIELDS OF PUNISHMENT JUST AREN'T PUNISHMENT ENOUGH.

BUT WHAT WOULD IT WANT WITH GROVER...?

I'M PRETTY SURE THAT'S THE ENTRANCE TO TARTARUS. RESERVED FOR THE REALLY, REALLY BAD BADDIES. IT'S FOR WHEN THE FIELDS OF PUNISHMENT JUST AREN'T PUNISHMENT ENOUGH.

BUT WHAT WOULD IT WANT WITH GROVER...?
MAY WE... UM... TALK TO YOUR BOSS?
PLEASE?

THAT'S AS CLOSE AS WE'RE GOING TO GET TO AN INVITATION.
There can’t be a war among the gods, Uncle.

Why would I want war, godling? For my kingdom?

The dead will come to me without intervention.

Did you not see the sprawl of the Asphodel fields?

It is I who has been wronged.

It would be kind of... bad. Let me return the master bolt to Olympus, and I’ll end this.

There must be other ways to grow your kingdom.

Lord and uncle, I come to you with two requests.

You are brave to come here, son of Poseidon, after what you have done to me.

Or perhaps you are merely foolish.

Arrogant child. As if you have not already taken enough, now you would ask for more.

Speak, then, while I ponder in what manner I wish for you to die.

Lies! Your father may fool Zeus, boy, but I am not so stupid. I see his plan.

But you stole Zeus’s bolt—
IT WAS YOU WHO PILFERED THE BOLT, AS WELL AS MY HELM OF DARKNESS. HAD I NOT SENT MY FURY TO YANDY ACADEMY, POSEIDON MIGHT HAVE SUCCEEDED IN HIS SCHEME TO START A WAR.

YOUR FATHER CANNOT BLACKMAIL ME INTO SUPPORTING HIM. I WILL HAVE MY HELM BACK!

WAIT...YOUR HELM IS MISSING, TOO? THERE MUST BE SOME MISTAKE...

A MISTAKE? OPEN YOUR PACK, THEN, AND WE WILL SEE WHO IS MISTAKEN.

YOU KNOW, I'M GETTING REALLY TIRED OF PEOPLE CALLING ME A--

YOU Controllers. I'M GETTING REALLY TIRED OF PEOPLE CALLING ME A--

I DON'T UNDERSTAND. HOW...?

DO NOT ATTEMPT TO DISGUISE YOUR PURPOSE. I KNEW IF I WAS PATIENT, YOU WOULD COME TO BARGAIN WITH ME. TO BARGAIN FOR HER.

SHE IS NOT DEAD. NOT YET. I WILL RELEASE HER IF YOU RETURN MY HELM. YOU CAN ALSO LEAVE THE BOLT AS PAYMENT FOR THE INSULT THAT HAS BEEN DONE TO ME.
Percy...? Are you thinking what I'm thinking?

We've been set up.

So what do we do now?

I might have an idea...

Good, because I don't.

Ah, yes, the pearls. How my brother loves his little tricks.

But there are only three. Which of your friends will you trade for your mother?

Or will you trade yourself?

I'm sorry, mom. I'll find a way, I promise.

What are you--?

Perseus Jackson, you will not defy me.
DESTROY THEM!

WHERE ARE WE GOING?!

YOU CANNOT RUN FROM ME!

I DON'T KNOW!

PERCY!
MERE HOURS UNTIL THE SUMMER SOLSTICE DEADLINE.

"WHAT BELONGS TO THE SEA WILL ALWAYS RETURN TO THE SEA."

"COUGH COUGH"

"BUT DOES ANYONE KNOW WHAT'S GOING ON?"

"HOW'D WE END UP HERE?"

HADES ISN'T EVEN THE THIEF! WE CAME ALL THIS WAY FOR NOTHING!

SOMEONE ELSE SWIPE THE MASTER BOLT--AND HADES'S HELM--AND FRAMED ME BECAUSE I'M POSEIDON'S NEVER-SHOULDN'T'VE BEEN-BORN KID.

GEE, I WONDER.

POSEIDON WILL TAKE THE RAP FOR EVERYTHING, AND BY SUNDOWN TODAY ALL THREE BROTHERS WILL BE AT WAR.

BUT WHO'D BE THAT SNEAKY?

WHO WANTS WAR THAT BAD?"
HEY, PUNK. YOU WERE SUPPOSED TO DIE IN THE UNDERWORLD.

YOU TRICKED ME. YOU STOLE THE HELM AND THE MASTER BOLT.

NOT PERSONALLY. GODS TAKING EACH OTHER'S SYMBOLS OF POWER—THAT'S A BIG NO-NO. BUT YOU'RE NOT THE ONLY HALF-BLOOD WHO DOES ERRANDS.

WHO WAS IT THEN?

DOESN'T MATTER. WHAT MATTERS IS YOU'RE IMPEDING THE WAR EFFORT.

SEE, YOU DIE DOWN UNDER, THEN OLD SEAWEED HAS A BEEF WITH HADES. CORPSE BREATH ENDS UP WITH THE MASTER BOLT, SO ZEUS GETS MAD AT HIM.

MEANWHILE, HADES IS STILL LOOKING FOR THIS...

THE HELM OF DARKNESS.

BINGO. HADES WON'T KNOW WHO SWIPED HIS BONNET, SO HE'LL BE MAD AT BOTH ZEUS AND POSEIDON. PRETTY SOON WE GOT A NICE LITTLE SLUGFEST GOING.
THE BACKPACK IS SOME KIND OF MAGIC ITEM, IS THAT IT? WHEN I GOT TO HADES'S PALACE, THE BOLT MATERIALIZED INSIDE. AND I WAS CAUGHT RED-HANDED.

BUT WHY NOT KEEP THE BOLT FOR YOURSELF? HADES WOULD'VE KILLED ME ANYWAY, SO WHY SEND IT TO HIM?

WHY DIDN'T I KEEP...? YEAH... WITH THAT KIND OF FIREPOWER...

BECAUSE I DIDN'T WANT THE TROUBLE.

YOU'RE LYING. YOU DIDN'T ORDER THE THEFT, AND SENDING THE BOLT TO HADES WASN'T YOUR IDEA. SOMEONE IS ORDERING YOU AROUND, SOLDIER.

MAYBE WHATEVER IS IN THAT PIT WE SAW DOWN THERE.

I'M THE GOD OF WAR!

I TAKE ORDERS FROM NO ONE!
Percy! Are you all right?

Sure. "Unff" never better.

Ares is strong, but that's all he is.

You can win if you have a plan. Just like capture the flag.

I can't have you taking that bolt to Olympus. You might convince those hardheaded idiots to listen to you, so I've got to kill you.

But if I win, the bolt and the helm stay with me, and you have to go away.

Whatever you say, punk.
NOT BAD, LITTLE HERO. BUT "NOT BAD"--

--ISN'T THE SAME AS "GOOD."
BEEN FIGHTING FOR ETERNITY, PUNK. MY STRENGTH IS UNLIMITED, AND I CAN'T DIE.

I'VE BEEN FIGHTING FOR ETERNITY, PUNK. MY STRENGTH IS UNLIMITED, AND I CAN'T DIE.

WHAT'VE YOU GOT?
SOON, GODLING, YOU’LL RAISE YOUR BLADE IN BATTLE AND FEEL MY CURSE.
ISN'T THE ONLY GOD YOU SHOULD BE WORRYING ABOUT.

YOU NEED TO BE IN NEW YORK, AND FAST. LIKE AIRPLANE FAST. I SURE HOPE ZEUS GIVES YOU A PASS....

WE CAN'T AFFORD PLANE TICKETS. WE'RE TAPPED.

THAT SHADOW... WHAT WAS THAT?

WHO CARES? TALK ABOUT MAKING WAVES! PERCY, THAT WAS AWESOME!

THAT HELM COME WITH A FINDER'S FEE?

HADES ISN'T THE ONLY GOD YOU SHOULD BE WORRYING ABOUT. YOU NEED TO BE IN NEW YORK, AND FAST. LIKE AIRPLANE FAST. I SURE HOPE ZEUS GIVES YOU A PASS....

UM... MRS. DODDS, MA'AM?

THAT HELM COME WITH A FINDER'S FEE?

WE WITNESSED THE FIGHT. SO IT TRULY WAS NOT YOU WHO STOLE THE HELM? THAT IS UNFORTUNATE. I LOOKED FORWARD TO BRINGING YOU BACK TO LORD HADES IN PIECES.

RETURN THIS TO MY UNCLE. TELL HIM THERE'S NO REASON TO GO TO WAR.

THAT IS UNFORTUNATE. I LOOKED FORWARD TO BRINGING YOU BACK TO LORD HADES IN PIECES.

RETURN THIS TO MY UNCLE. TELL HIM THERE'S NO REASON TO GO TO WAR.

THAT IS UNFORTUNATE. I LOOKED FORWARD TO BRINGING YOU BACK TO LORD HADES IN PIECES.
"PAY ATTENTION, PERCY. WHEN YOU GET TO NEW YORK, HERE'S WHAT YOU DO:"

"FIRST, TAKE A CAB TO THE EMPIRE STATE BUILDING."

"TELL THE GUARD AT THE DESK THAT YOU WANT TO TAKE THE ELEVATOR TO THE SIX HUNDREDTH FLOOR."

"HE'LL INSIST THERE ARE ONLY ONE HUNDRED AND TWO FLOORS..."

"FIRST, TAKE A CAB TO THE EMPIRE STATE BUILDING."

"--SO FIND A WAY TO CONVINCE HIM TO LET YOU THROUGH."

"WHEN THE DOORS OPEN--"

"PUT THE KEY CARD HE GIVES YOU INTO THE SLOT IN THE ELEVATOR."
"---You'll be at the home of the gods."
"Zeus and Poseidon will be in the palace at the summit."

You dare to fly through my domain. I should have blasted you from the sky for your impudence.

And risk destroying your prized bolt? Let us hear him out, brother.

I brought this, Uncle, even though I'm not the one who stole it. It was Ares, with help from someone inside Camp Half-Blood.

I don't think it was him. I mean, not exactly. Someone else—something else—was controlling him.

I sense that you speak the truth, but for Ares to do such a thing... it is most unlike him.

He is proud and impulsive, it runs in the family.

I don't think it was him. I mean, not exactly. Someone else—something else—was controlling him.

After I beat him on the beach, there was this presence... some weird shadow. It reminded me of dreams I've been having, about a voice coming from a pit—

--a pit that we saw in the Underworld.

It was the entrance to Tartarus. Something powerful and evil is stirring down there... something even older than the gods.
WE WILL SPEAK NO MORE OF THIS.

I MUST GO AND PURIFY THIS BOLT IN THE WATERS OF LEMNOS, TO REMOVE THE HUMAN TAINT FROM ITS METAL.

YOU HAVE DONE ME A SERVICE, BOY. TO SHOW MY THANKS, I SHALL SPARE YOUR LIFE.

BUT I DO NOT TRUST YOU, PERSEUS JACKSON. YOU ARE YOUR FATHER'S WRONGDOING, AND I WORRY WHAT YOUR ARRIVAL BODES FOR THE FUTURE.

AH, BROTHER. YOU ALWAYS WERE ONE FOR DRAMATIC EXITS.
FATHER...
I MEAN, SIR?
IT’S KRONOS, ISN’T IT?

DOWN IN THAT PIT.
THE VOICE I HEARD IN MY DREAMS.

IT’S THE KING OF THE TITANS.

I FEAR THAT IT MAY BE INDEED.

IN THE FIRST WAR, ZEUS CUT OUR FATHER INTO A THOUSAND PIECES AND CAST HIS REMAINS INTO THE DARKEST PIT OF TARTARUS.

AND YET TITANS CANNOT DIE, NO MORE THAN WE GODS CAN.

WHATEVER REMAINS OF KRONOS IS STILL ALIVE IN SOME HIDEOUS WAY, STILL CONSCIOUS IN HIS ETERNAL PAIN, STILL HUNGERING FOR POWER.

ZEUS HAS CLOSED DISCUSSION ON THE MATTER OF KRONOS. YOU HAVE COMPLETED YOUR QUEST, AND THAT IS ALL YOU NEED DO.

I MEAN... IF YOU SAY SO, FATHER.

HE’S HEALING. KRONOS IS COMING BACK.

KRONOS DOES STIR FROM TIME TO TIME-- TO ENTER MEN’S NIGHTMARES AND BREATHE EVIL THOUGHTS, TO AWAKEN RESTLESS MONSTERS.

BUT YOU CAN’T--

BUT TO SUGGEST HE COULD RISE FROM THE PIT...
Obedience does not come naturally to you. I must take some blame for that, I suppose. The sea does not like to be restrained.

Percy...

You must go now. Zeus would not be pleased to find you lingering here when he returns.

Right. Wouldn't want to remind him of your wrongdoing.

I am sorry that our laws forbid me from treating you as a father should his child.

I am sorry that you were born. I have brought you a hero’s fate, and a hero’s fate is never anything but tragic.

But you have done well today. Whatever else you do, know that you are mine. You are a true son of the sea god.

Of that, I shall always be proud.
FELLOW CAMPERS,
I PRESENT TO YOU GROVER
UNDERWOOD, ANNABETH CHASE,
AND PERCY JACKSON!

LET US
APPLAUD THEM, FOR
THEY HAVE DONE US
ALL PROUD!

WAY TO GO!

HOORAY!

Yeah!

I GOTTA SAY,
I HALF THOUGHT
ZEUS WOULD BLAST
YOUR PLANE TO
SMITHEREENS.

ADMIT IT,
YOU'RE GLAD TO
SEE ME STILL IN
ONE PIECE.

SO THE
LITTLE BRATS DIDN'T
GET THEMSELVES KILLED,
AND NOW THEY'LL HAVE
EVEN BIGGER EGOS.
HUZZAH.

HALMMP?

I GOTTA SAY,
I HALF THOUGHT
ZEUS WOULD BLAST
YOUR PLANE TO
SMITHEREENS.

ADMIT IT,
YOU'RE GLAD TO
SEE ME STILL IN
ONE PIECE.

IN YOUR
DREAMS,
SEAWEED
BRAIN.

LET THE FEAST OF
CELEBRATION
BEGIN!
THE HEPHAESTUS KIDS REALLY KNOW HOW TO PUT ON A FIREWORKS SHOW.

THERE IS GOOD CAUSE TO BE FESTIVE. IF YOU PAID ATTENTION TO MY LECTURES, THEN YOU WILL REMEMBER THAT HEROES RARELY ACHIEVE YOUR LEVEL OF ACCOMPLISHMENT.

AND YOU ARE STILL QUITE YOUNG. WE DID ALL RIGHT, DIDN'T WE?

ALL RIGHT!

I'M TO BEGIN MY SEARCH FOR PAN RIGHT AWAY!

THE COUNCIL OF CLOVEN ELDERS SAID MY PERFORMANCE WAS BRAVE TO THE POINT OF INDIGESTION. HORNS AND WHISKERS ABOVE ANYTHING THEY'VE SEEN IN THE PAST.
CONGRATS, PAL. YOU'LL BE THE ONE TO FIND PAN. I'M SURE OF IT.
IT'S GOOD TO KNOW AT LEAST ONE OF US GOT WHAT THEY WANTED OUT OF THIS QUEST.

AW, PERCY... I'M SORRY ABOUT YOUR MOM.
AND HERE I AM GLOATING...

IT'S OKAY. I'M HAPPY FOR YOU. REALLY.

HEY, WHERE'S LUKE? I'D LIKE TO SWAP QUEST STORIES WITH HIM, NOW THAT I HAVE SOME OF MY OWN.

PERCY... ABOUT LUKE...

WHAT'D I SAY?
"Perhaps it would be best if you and I spoke alone."

No one has seen Luke since he was told of your quest’s success. He fled camp without explanation.

I am afraid that leaves us with but one conclusion.

It seems Luke was the thief of the symbols of power. Rarely have the talents of a divine bloodline been put to such nefarious ends.

As for his motives, it is difficult to say... Luke has always been a troubled boy, in part because of his estrangement from his father.

He must have summoned the Hellhound that day at the creek as well. Perhaps to make us believe you were unsafe here, so we would send you away.

A mind in such a state is fertile ground. A power as strong as Kronos can sow wicked crops.

The Oracle warned I’d be betrayed by one who calls me friend...

--When I unzipped the backpack in the underworld, I was sure it was Ares.

The shoes that pulled Grover to the Edge of Tartarus... you were their intended wearer.

As for his motives, it is difficult to say... Luke has always been a troubled boy, in part because of his estrangement from his father.

A mind in such a state is fertile ground. A power as strong as Kronos can sow wicked crops.

As I said, the Oracle’s prophecies are not always clear until events come to pass.

Mmm. Ares was "the god who has turned," I mistook those words to be in reference to Hades.
There was one line from the prophecy I didn’t tell you about, though: “You shall fail to save what matters most in the end.”

The meaning of that one is crystal clear. Is it? Perhaps the Oracle meant that you could not save your mother, because she must save herself, and I don’t mean from Hades.

Something tells me she already has.

What? How do you--?

Returning the helm gained you favor. Even the Lord of the Dead pays his debts.

Mom!
SEE YOU NEXT SUMMER, CHILD.

END OF BOOK 1.
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